
 

 

 

Press Release 

zvoove Group company Pivoton manages to score top 
temporary staffing agency Timing 
 

Partnership strengthens zvoove Group in the Dutch market 

 

Lohne/Ede (Netherlands), 22. February 2023 – zvoove Group, the market-leading provider of 

digitalisation solutions for temporary staffing and cleaning service providers in Europe was able to score 

one of the top 3 temporary staffing providers in the Netherlands via its subsidiary Pivoton. Timing, a 

specialist in the deployment of managers, decided in favour of Pivoton‘s Kentro Office solution. With 

this, it enables its recruiters to save up to 90 minutes every day. This is time they will now be able to 

invest in supporting applicants and clients even more intensively. Not only this, the software shortens 

the time span between placement and payment by about 40 per cent. 

Timing has been a specialist for employing managers for over 25 years. Its philosophy is that work is 

about more than just making money. The Dutch company supports more than 25,000 freelance and 

employed temporary staff and has more than 900 employees itself. This makes Timing one of the three 

largest and most successful temporary staffing agencies in the Netherlands. 

“I am very pleased about Timing’s decision to use Pivoton’s SaaS ERP solution”, states zvoove Group’s 

CEO Oliver Muhr. “This success further strengthens our position as a global market leader for SaaS 

software for temporary staffing agencies and we are very happy that thanks to our acquisition of Pivoton 

and the expansion into the Dutch market that went along with this, we are able to provide added value 

as well as a competitive advantage for our customers.” 

Pivoton’s comprehensive solution not only significantly reduces the workload of the front-office, but also 

back-office processes. It achieves results very quickly without time-consuming and costly training, 

thereby reducing the time it takes staff to familiarise themselves with the software by up to 70 per cent. 

“Timing’s decision in favour of Pivoton makes me particularly proud as it is great recognition for us”, 

Pivoton’s CEO Paul van den Bosch is pleased to say. “With this boost, zvoove’s strength and the use 

of the most modern technologies, the teams of Timing and Pivoton are changing and improving the 

world of flexible work.” 

 

With the decision in favour of Pivoton, Timing now has a strong partner with the best possible service 

at its side. The temporary staffing agency will benefit from maximum support and reliability way beyond 

the initial implementation and migration phase. Timing will be able to reap the rewards from Pivoton’s 

continuous development and innovative spirit as part of the zvoove Group and can therefore focus more 

on its core business and delivering on its promise of “always work”. 



 

 

For Timing’s CFO Jurrie Jan Bruins, it was important to find a partner with a clear vision of the temporary 

staffing market and who is able to proactively translate this vision into their products. “With Pivoton, 

Timing now has a partner at its side that fulfils the conditions of agility, customer orientation, efficiency, 

stability and compliance,” Bruins is convinced. “This step will allow us to further strengthen and expand 

our position in the recruitment and payroll market.” 

 

 

About zvoove: zvoove Group is the market-leading provider of SaaS solutions for temporary staffing 

and cleaning service providers in Europe. In a dynamic ecosystem of service providers, staff and 

companies, zvoove improves the working environment by providing end-to-end digitalisation solutions 

for service providers, increased job offers and carreer opportunities for employees as well as a reliable 

workforce for companies. More than 4,200 clients and over 55,000 end-users are already placing their 

trust in zvoove. They use zvoove’s solutions to manage 700,000 staff, 12 billion euros in annual salary 

payments as well as 500,000 job applications every year. zvoove employs more than 350 employees in 

nine locations across Europe. zvoove Group emerged in 2020 from the companies Landwehr, Prosoft, 

rbh and Backoffice (CH) joining forces. Further companies belonging to the group are Pivoton (NL), 

Leviy (NL) und Fortytools (DE). 
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